INTERNATIONAL AND PUBLIC NOTICE

Maui county assembly
State of Hawaii
Global Postal Code NAC: 1XK0H LGJFZ
Mac67@mauicountyassembly.network

State of Hawaii Maui county assembly Vote of BIFURCATION and NO
CONFIDENCE in the American National Union and its Leadership
On Saturday, June 19, 2021, at 4:05 pm HST, the Maui county assembly met and discussed legal
ramifications in continuing a relationship of union with the American National Union (ANU
herein). It has come to our attention a union with the ANU is not lawfully possible at this time.
Maui county assembly voted unanimously to bifurcate all commercial and jurisdictional
relations with ANU with prejudice. We pray for peace in the name of Our Lord and His son
Christ Jesus and release ANU from all lawful and jurisdictional interpretations.
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WHEREAS BY DEFINITION the American National Assembly cannot join in union
or represent interests of Hawaii, the people of Hawaii, the assemblies of Hawaii
as well as Maui county assembly’s (Mca herein) interest or do business with Mca
under the ANU’s own By-Laws;
WHEREAS BY DEFINITION the ANU is built by member businesses established
within the metes and bounds and seaward boundaries of The Government of the
United States of America (TUSA herein) who provide services or are industry
specific to people with a bi-lateral social compact;
WHEREAS the State of Hawaii, including its islands, and counties, does not have
any metes and bounds to the seaward boundaries as part of TUSA or any form of
the United States of America;
WHEREAS there never has been any treaty of annexation of Hawaii including its
islands and counties to TUSA or any form of the United States of America which
includes an after-the-fact forged treaty of annexation that has no effect on true
chain of title;
WHEREAS there cannot currently exist any alleged reciprocity agreement
between Hawaii, its assemblies and the ANU without legal challenges;
WHEREAS Hawaii, its islands, counties, inhabitants, and Declared Residents are
perceived to be an occupied territory of the United States of America and thus
no direct union or relation to TUSA or ANU;
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WHEREAS ANU, via its leadership, did invite Hawaii’s county assemblies to join
them for commerce alleging a reciprocity agreement, an alleged perpetual States
of the Union;
WHEREAS ANU asking Mca or any assembly within the State of Hawaii to join in
the Union could be considered by some as an act of theft as a way of
manipulating and deceiving the Hawaii inhabitants and Declared Residents as
willing accomplishes, albeit aiding and abetting, which could be criminal at this
point in time and cannot be lawfully condoned;
WHEREAS the Maui county assembly did accept ANU’s invitation and voted to
join the ANU recently without due diligence and research into legal liability to
both the ANU, Mca, as well as Hawaii’s inhabitants and residents;
WHEREAS upon further study, we (Mca) realize our vote was in error, do hereby
rescind it, and claim our responsibility to the inhabitants of Hawaii by
withdrawing our acknowledgment of joining the ANU and Bifurcate with
prejudice;
WHEREAS The leadership of the ANU cannot represent or lawfully do business
with the State of Hawaii, its Declared Residents, or inhabitants by definition of
their own bylaws;
THEREFORE, A unanimous vote of BIFURCATION and NO Confidence in the ANU
and its leadership has been taken and recorded on June 19th, 2021 @ 4:25pm;
THEREFORE, until metes and bound to the seaward boundaries for the State of
Hawaii are lawfully established, treaties are in place, and chain of title is
preserved, all membership by Declared Residents of Hawaii or American
Nationals or State and county assemblies into ANU is considered unlawful,
fictious, and hereby rescinded by lawful means. Diplomatic relations via
diplomatic representatives (ambassadors) remain open.
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